Open Letter to the Houston City Council
From Houston Religious Leaders
As spiritual leaders from a variety of faith traditions in the city of Houston, we
write to ask you to support passage of an Equal Rights Ordinance for our city. We
stand against any discrimination based on an individual's sex, race, color, ethnicity,
national origin, age, familial status, marital status, military status, religion, disability,
sexual orientation, genetic information, gender identity or expression, or pregnancy.
The moral fabric of our society is shaped not only by our private spiritual
practices, but also by the values embodied in our laws as a community. While we
have responsibility for the spiritual development of individuals and families in our
religious communities, your decisions articulate our city’s values in our laws.
We come from many religious traditions and hold different texts and
observances as sacred, yet we share a commitment to the dignity of every human
being, which requires treating each member of our community fairly, equally and with
respect. The Equal Rights Ordinance seeks to extend these values to all the citizens
of the city without imposing one set of religious beliefs over those of others.
We recognize that there are honest differences on these issues within and
among the religious communities of Houston. These are issues for people of faith to
reconcile within our faith communities.
We believe the best way you can honor those differences is by reaffirming the
strong American commitment to the principle of religious liberty for all. This
ordinance acknowledges that fundamental freedom by protecting Houstonians from
discrimination AND preserving the religious liberty of congregations and religious
organizations to believe and practice as they feel led.
We appreciate your consideration of our sincerely held beliefs and trust that
you will exercise your conscience as you serve the citizens of Houston. We will hold
each of you in our prayers.

Signed,
70 Houston faith leaders
(See reverse for individual signees)
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